
Checkpoint 7.2. 
 

Optimize relevance, value, and 
authenticity 
 
 

ABC Summary  
An ABC Summary is a summative assessment where students share the responsibility of 
brainstorming ideas or summarizing content through a written creation of an ABC list of learning. 
Students use the 26 letters of the alphabet as prompts to generate words or sentences to describe 
a text or topic of discussion. Individual students, partnerships, or small groups can be assigned 
letters when crafting statements. Once all statements are recorded, a whole class share is 
conducted. This strategy provides students with an alternative when trying to access and recall 
concepts they have learned, and encourages students to use critical thinking skills when writing 
statements about key concepts across all subject areas. 
 
 
 

Book Club  
A Book Club is a small group of students who meet regularly to discuss their thinking about a 
common book or text. These groups generally meet during the school day and discuss a variety of 
texts (e.g., article, poem, novel) across content areas. Prior to a Book Club meeting, students read 
a predetermined text or selection and prepare discussion points to share with their group (e.g., 
character observations, questions, predictions, connections, etc.). Students then engage in a 
growing conversation about the text and use critical thinking skills to expand and synthesize ideas. 
These student-led discussions build collaboration skills as well as individual accountability as 
students are expected to come to the meeting prepared to meaningfully participate in the 
conversation. Book Clubs can also be a powerful tool for differentiating instruction by allowing a 
teacher to strategically assign texts and form groups to support student needs. 
 
 
 

Closing Circle  
Closing Circle is a daily class meeting that promotes reflection and community at the end of the 
school day; used as a transitional activity to prepare students for dismissal in a calm and positive 
manner. In Closing Circle, a teacher gathers students together prior to dismissal and facilitates a 
familiar routine. A typical routine begins with closing questions, is followed by a reflection of 
highlights from the day and ends with a farewell song that signals dismissal. While the exact 
routine will vary from teacher to teacher, the Closing Circle should initiate dialogue that promotes 
reflection of the day’s activities and interactions and promote a sense of community and 
accomplishment, encouraging enthusiasm for the next school day. Closing Circle is a productive 
method for teachers to intentionally and effectively wrap up the school day. The sense of 



community, reflective engagement and uplifting transition to school dismissal, make Closing Circle 
a particularly meaningful strategy for early learners. 
 
 
 

Contracted Braille  
Contracted Braille (i.e., Grade 2 Braille and standard form of Literary Braille) uses abbreviations 
and a shorthand system of raised dot combinations (i.e., cells) in which single symbols are used to 
represent words, such as the letter “c” for ‘can’ or the letters “td” for ‘today,’ instead of the 
letter-for-letter translations as represented in Uncontracted Braille (i.e., Grade 1 Braille). Single 
symbols can also be used to represent common letter combinations (e.g., -ing, -er, -sh). This more 
advanced, short form of braille can be used to support students with varying levels of vision loss to 
read more quickly, and it also takes up less space on a page. Contracted Braille consists of 189 
main contractions and is also the form that is most commonly used for books, signs in public 
places, and menus. 
 
 
 

Counter Narratives  
Counter Narratives are written, oral, and visual representations that allow students to examine 
alternate perspectives that may be missing or underrepresented. For any given topic, teachers 
should select resources that represent a wide range of viewpoints, challenge stereotypical 
assumptions, and illustrate the diversity and complexity of our world. Students develop critical 
reading and thinking skills by exploring and analyzing experiences and perspectives that differ 
from the traditional narrative. In addition to teacher-provided resources, students can also 
construct Counter Narratives themselves. For example, when learning about immigration trends in 
the United States, students can interview family members who have moved to the U.S. and use 
this information to write a story about an immigrant family that challenges traditional 
assumptions. Using Counter Narratives increases student engagement and builds a positive 
classroom community that validates students’ identities, values, and experiences. 
 
 
 

Daily Conversation  
Daily Conversation is an intentional, interactive strategy that supports students’ language skills 
(e.g., speaking, listening, vocabulary acquisition) as teachers purposefully engage students in 
reciprocal exchanges throughout the day. To facilitate Daily Conversation, the teacher identifies 
and creates opportunities to engage students in conversation (e.g., circle time, free play). As 
opportunities arise, the teacher initiates conversation with students, intentionally engaging in 
dialogue to ask questions, respond to questions, share experiences and model listening skills. Daily 
Conversation allows teachers an opportunity to purposefully support students’ speaking and 
listening skills, building upon foundational elements of language through casual and engaging 
interactions. Frequent modeling and consistent opportunities to practice through reciprocal 
exchanges make Daily Conversation effective for early learners. 
 
 
 



Engagement Triggers  
Engagement Triggers are short introductions to a lesson designed to activate prior knowledge and 
capture students’ attention. Engagement Triggers generate curiosity which causes a release of 
pleasure hormones in the brain. The connection of a topic or activity to pleasure increases 
students' desire and ability to actively engage with the material and learn. Effective Engagement 
Triggers often incorporate thought-provoking questions, intriguing images and readings, or real 
world-examples that evoke shock, wonder and connection. 
 
 
 

Familiar People, Places, and Things  
Familiar People, Places, and Things is an engagement strategy where a teacher incorporates 
content that is already known to the student (e.g., through previous teaching or from the 
student’s personal background knowledge) when presenting new or challenging tasks. A person, 
place, or thing is only considered familiar when a teacher is certain a student will recognize it from 
a previous lesson, the classroom/community setting, or the student’s own life. A teacher designs 
tasks and materials for students or with them, incorporating relatable references (e.g., specific 
people/characters, actual/fictional places, recognizable items) to help students interact with 
instructional content. This strategy uniquely taps into a student’s background knowledge in order 
to focus attention on the skill being taught without added confusion related to content 
information. 
 
 
 

Graffiti Boards  
Graffiti Boards are a cooperative engagement strategy in which students write or visually 
represent ideas about a topic on a shared space in the classroom (e.g., a section of a wall covered 
with large chart paper or a whole whiteboard). Graffiti Boards can help students brainstorm and 
present prior knowledge, demonstrate logical reasoning (e.g., problem-solving strategies), or 
exhibit comprehension of a topic. A teacher first explains that students will use this board to 
“hear” each other’s ideas, and emphasizes that each student must contribute at least one question 
or comment to the board. Next, the teacher names the focus topic or question and students begin 
to write down ideas and colorful images to create a vibrant display of thoughts and perceptions 
about the topic. 
 
 
 

Grand Conversation  
A Grand Conversation is a student-led whole-class discussion around a specific topic. This strategy 
differs from other types of discussions in that it is entirely student-driven, with the teacher 
participating as a member of the group--only intervening as needed to facilitate and scaffold the 
conversation. Students sit in a large circle and begin with an essential question or interpretive 
prompt. The talk pattern is conversational with students taking turns speaking in a spontaneous 
manner or by using a signal to identify when they would like to speak (e.g., a thumbs-up). Students 
call on one another and exchange ideas, information and perspectives. The students bring closure 



to the conversation by summarizing, drawing conclusions, or establishing goals for the next Grand 
Conversation. 
 
 
 

Inquiry Chart  
An Inquiry Chart is a graphic organizer that students use to generate meaningful inquiry questions 
about a topic (e.g., pre-reading) and record information to answer those questions (e.g., while 
reading) in order to foster critical thinking, deepen reading comprehension, and help students 
organize their writing. Once a topic is selected (e.g., pre-selected by the teacher, self-selected by 
the student), students activate prior knowledge by considering what they already know about the 
topic. Next, students develop inquiry questions (e.g., what students want to learn or know more 
about), which are then added to the top of each column on the Inquiry Chart. After, students listen 
to, or read and review multiple sources to research information related to their inquiries, which is 
then recorded onto their chart. Lastly, students form summaries of collected information and 
compare their details (e.g., post-reading). An Inquiry Chart can be completed independently, with 
partnerships, in small groups, or as a whole class. 
 
 
 

Language-Based Games  
In the classroom, language-based games such as Charades, Taboo and Memory can help support 
students who are learning English to increase communication skills and enhance core vocabulary. 
In some games, such as Memory, you can correspond English words to the Spanish counterparts. 
In addition, some language based games also support learning grammar and sentence structure. 
 
 
 

Make-Believe Play  
Make-Believe is a play-based learning strategy in which students engage in imaginary exercises 
while the teacher observes and offers support in order to promote students’ critical thinking, 
language and social skills. First, the teacher determines the skills to focus on (e.g. sharing, 
resolving conflict, engaging in conversation). Next, the teacher prepares aligned areas of play 
within the classroom. Students take the lead in actively exploring the areas, initiating play and 
engaging in make-believe scenarios. As students are engaging in imaginative play, the teacher 
observes peer dialogue and interactions. The teacher scaffolds support, as needed, through 
probing questions, prompting or by actively participating as an additional play partner. 
Independence and active exploration make this strategy particularly effective for young learners 
practicing self-regulation, social interaction, early language and literacy skills. 
 
 
 

Meme Engagement Hook  
Meme Engagement Hooks use images, videos, or texts that have been made popular through 
social media, to increase student engagement and excitement. Memes combine a recognizable 
image with text in order to comment on popular culture, usually with humor. Effective memes for 



the classroom should be instantly recognizable and culturally significant. Using Meme Engagement 
Hooks in the classroom helps teachers build meaningful and culturally relevant connections to 
academic content. Memes can be used to introduce a topic, make connections to prior learning or 
personal experiences, as well as spark interesting discussions. 
 
 
 

Metacognitive Note-Taking  
Reading metacognition is the awareness of self-monitoring comprehension while reading. Good 
readers naturally do it: They ask questions, make connections, and find meaning while they read. 
Metacognitive Note Taking is a strategy that teachers use to teach students when and how to be 
more active while they read to monitor their comprehension. Some students are taught to 
underline and make notes in the margins. Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share how to use 
sticky notes with special codes for different types of metacognitive skills in their book, Strategies 
That Work. Using this strategy while reading teaches students to become more active readers so 
that they can eventually comprehend passages more closely without the use of sticky notes. 
 
 
 

Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons  
Mistakes Can Lead to Lessons is a reading comprehension strategy where students analyze the 
mistakes a character makes in order to determine the central message of the text or an 
overarching lesson that can be learned. Students begin by reading a text and identifying instances 
where a character makes a mistake or feels badly about a decision they have made. After reading, 
students determine what the character learned from their decisions and write a statement 
describing a lesson from the text that can applied in real-world contexts. Mistakes Can Lead to 
Lessons allows students to practice making inferences and drawing conclusions. Additionally, this 
strategy promotes engaged reading as students connect a character’s actions to personal 
experiences and generalize the theme of a text to their own lives. 
 
 
 

Modified Distance, Pace, or Duration  
Modified Distance, Pace, or Duration refers to any adjustment in distance, pace, or duration that 
allows students to complete tasks with success (e.g., decreasing 15 warm-up laps around a 
gymnasium to 8 laps, reducing a sprinting pace to a jog/walk, minimizing duration at a fitness 
station from 5 minutes to 3 minutes). Modified Distance, Pace, or Duration is typically 
implemented in the physical education (PE) setting, and expectations are explained before 
students engage in the tasks to guide student participation and performance. On the other hand, 
this strategy can also be applied in the classroom setting by allowing a student to work at a 
modified pace or duration of time (e.g., complete 10 math problems instead of 20 in 10 minutes, 
work for 7-8 minutes then take a 1 minute break before continuing independent work). Modifying 
Distance, Pace, or Duration supports students by making tasks achievable thereby instilling a sense 
of accomplishment for students. 
 
 
 



Modified Equipment  
Modified Equipment refers to any substituted or enhanced version of standard equipment that 
students utilize during game play or physical development activities to promote success and 
provide modified accessibility (e.g., using lighter/heavier ball options, offering scoops for catching 
or batting tees). Modified Equipment is primarily used in the Physical Education (PE) setting to 
support students with fine/gross motor skill deficits. A PE teacher might alter the requirement to 
hit a baseball to hitting a beach ball so that students can make contact with the target easier (e.g., 
due to enlarged size as well as a slower delivery pace based on lightness), which a defender can 
also field with greater ease and less anxiety (e.g., due to the slower, softer quality of the ball being 
received). While enlarged adjustments to equipment supports many students, Modified 
Equipment differs in that it expands accessibility options when helping students build foundational 
lifelong physical activity skills. 
 
 
 

Narrative Obstacle Courses  
In Narrative Obstacle Courses, students simultaneously build literary comprehension and 
sensory-motor integration skills by acting out parts of a text using gym or occupational therapy 
equipment to represent different story elements. A teacher physically constructs an environment 
to symbolize a story setting (e.g., a large wedge cushion as a mountain) and fine motor materials 
to support mimicking actions throughout a story (e.g., playdough as pizza dough). Narrative 
Obstacle Courses help students develop the ability to plan, sequence, execute, and adjust 
performance of a multi-step task (e.g., packing backpack, class projects) while also building 
understanding of story elements (e.g., plot, characters, setting). While this type of kinesthetic 
activity is particularly effective with early childhood learners and students with executive 
functioning disorders, it can be implemented at many grade levels to support cognitive and 
language development. 
 
 
 

Personal-Interest Problems  
Personal-interest problems can be used to motivate students and provide concrete examples of 
mathematical concepts. Word problems that appear daunting to students may be more appealing 
if the subject matter involved is relevant to the students' lives. 
 
 
 

Photo Flashcards of Social Scenarios  
Photo Flashcards of Social Scenarios are visual aids used to build and reinforce students' 
understanding of social skills, particularly those related to peer interactions and conflict resolution. 
To implement this strategy in the classroom, teachers collect photographs of individuals engaged 
in social scenarios to use as exemplars when teaching critical social skills (e.g., sharing, waiting for 
turn, following classroom routines). The collection of photographs is integrated into ongoing 
lessons and class discussions about social skills that evolve throughout the year. The strategy is 
flexible, and can be applied to pre-planned lessons, or used in-the-moment for immediate 
reinforcement or redirection. As opposed to illustrations, students have a stronger contextual 



connection to photographs, especially ones of themselves and/or their peers. Photo Flashcards of 
Social Scenarios provide concrete and relevant visual models for how to engage in social scenarios, 
making them ideal for early learners that are in the process of building social and language skills. 
 
 
 
 


